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Mental Health — This category can be anything in mental health. It doesn't have to be the 
psychotherapy version of mental health. It can be your own version of mental health. It's just all 
the things and all the nuances of what it is to be mentally healthy.  

Physical Health — It is fascinating to me that physical health macros are so similar to any 
others. It is like you would think “oh mental health macros you're working this way and then 
physical health macros you work another way” and there are some differences but in some 
other way there is a way you enter the macro and you find an implicit intricacy. Like there is a 
web that wasn't visible when you started and as you enter this web its intricacy starts to reveal 
itself and in that process there are places that you are drawn to as you discover something in 
the intricacy. You're going, "oh ... I didn't think of that," and those places often are responsive 
places. So, they are places that when you work there they respond and so when one thing 
responds and it doesn't matter whether it's mental health or whether it is physical health. Then 
something begins to happen in the whole and other places come. So it is rather interesting. And 
it doesn't have to be a disease or something it can just be anything that is about the physical 
directly.  

Relationships —This category includes all kinds of relationships, family relationships, partner 
relationships, friendships, collegiality. And it also includes hierarchical relationships both from 
you working up above to underneath someone your supervising or your boss or an authority 
figure of some sort it includes that too. 

Professional Development — this category also includes career and what you love and what's 
right for you.  

Community Development — Research studies show people who enjoy a robust community life 
tend to have good mental and physical health. When I think back to times in my life that were 
particularly fruitful or enjoyable often they will have had lots of community so it’s a really 
interesting way to get into that territory. 

Integrity — and this category includes finding the places in us that are corruptible ... still. And 
facing those even a little bit ... even a little bit is really quite something. So, there is a piece 
around macros ... a macroshift is hinged to growth in your integrity. One implies the other. So 
this macro category includes: developing your character, your incorruptibility, as well as 
developing your character as a unique person. 

Spiritual Development 

Social change —Social change is so obviously intricate in a way and quite interesting. So let's 
say that you decide there is something you want to change in society or in the world and you 
want to really give yourself to it and it is kind of right for you to do it.  

Mundane — this category is for that any little thing that is difficult to change. It can be a little 
tiny habit. I have a little tiny habit that I work on every now and then and it’s just fascinating to 
see all that is in there. 
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Stranding Worksheet 
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1. What is in the way of realizing your macroshift? (using your macro name here) 
(‘realizing’ means succeeding in your macroshifting) 

 

 

 

2. What else is hindering you from realizing your macroshift? 

 

 

 

3. What else is thwarting you from realizing your macroshift? 

 

 

 

4. What else is distracting you from realizing your macroshift? 

 

 

 

5. What else is blocking you from realizing your macroshift? 
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